Curriculum Overview – Autumn Term 2018/2019
Art & Design

Helvellyn Class
Patterns

Looking and creating patterns in the environment and
world around us including reflection and rotation.
Using sketchbooks to record observations, reviewing
them.
Improving art and design techniques using a range of
materials.

Journeys
Including Aboriginal Art and studying artist Paul Klee.

Design & Technology

Computing
Coding (including skills and computer science skills)
Design, write and debug programs to include controlling or simulating physical systems.
2Code
Online safety/ e-safety skills
Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact.
2Email 2Connect 2DIY
Hardware
Understand computer networks including the internet.

Photograph Frames
Explore materials and components, engage in
practical activities to develop experience of working
with tools and techniques.
Great British Dishes
Information and practical activities to learn all about
British food. To include planning for a meal.

Modern

Languages

French
Revise core units 1, 2 and 3 briefly
Unit A Animals
Unit B Food

History
Personal, Social
Health and
Economic Education
Building a future: Money management
Pocket money game, banks and banking,
budgeting, earnings – a fair day’s pay, interest
rates and savings, spending advertising,
fundraising for charities, enterprise.
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British History: Transatlantic transport
and ocean liners/ Titanic
A study of an aspect or theme in
British history that extends pupils’
chronological knowledge beyond
1066

Physical

Education

 Swimming (Year 5)
 Apparatus (Year 4)
 Ball Games – rugby focus
 Gymnastics – floor and mat work

Citizenship
Preparing to play an active role as citizens 2.. to
research, discuss and debate topical issues, problems
and events; b. why and how rules and laws are made
and enforced, why different rules are needed in
different situations and how to take part in making and
changing rules; c. to realise the consequences of antisocial and aggressive behaviours, such as bullying and
racism, on individuals and communities; d. that there
are different kinds of responsibilities, rights and duties
at home, at school and in the community, and that
these can sometimes conflict with each other

Geography
Grid references
Use maps, atlases,
globes and
digital/computerised mapping to locate
countries and describe features studies.
Place Knowledge Human and Physical
Geography of a U.K. region
National parks and capital cities

Music Samba Band playing
Sing short melodies as a solo/small group
with a sense of shape and expression.
Accompany a song with a rhythmic
ostinato played over the beat.
Sing a second part of a song with sound
effects.
Play an accompaniment on tuned
percussion, iPad or tablet app.
Write new words for a song

Religious

Education

Christianity: church leaders,
artefacts and symbols
Buddhism: key figures, events,
beliefs and lifestyles/ways of life
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Curriculum Overview – Spring Term 2018/2019
Art & Design

Helvellyn Class

Citizenship

To reflect on spiritual, moral, social, and cultural issues,
Can we change places?
Think about the environment around us and how using imagination to understand other people's
experiences; f. to resolve differences by looking at
art can improve an area. Take a look at a variety
alternatives, making decisions and explaining choices; g.
of sculptures and have a go at making some too. what democracy is; h. to recognise the role of voluntary,
Famous Buildings
community and pressure groups; 4 i. to appreciate the
Investigate a variety of the world’s most famous range of national, regional, religious and ethnic identities
in the United Kingdom; j. that resources can be allocated
buildings thinking about what makes them
appealing. Recreate famous buildings in a variety in different ways and that these economic choices affect
individuals, communities and the sustainability of the
of ways.
environment; k. to explore how the media present
information

Design & Technology

Computing
Effective searching (including research skills) Browser
Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked and be
discerning in evaluating digital content.
Animation (including filming/ animation skills) 2Animate
Select and use a variety of software on a range of digital devices to present information.
Logo
Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs. Use logical reasoning to explain how
some algorithms work and to detect and correct errors in algorithms and programs.

Pencil Cases
Consider different materials use to make pencil
cases and different ways they are opened and
closed; learn a variety of stitches and make and
decorate a pencil case.
Making Mini Greenhouses
Exploring structures and the purpose of
greenhouses, apply knowledge to design make
and evaluate their own greenhouses.

Modern

Languages

French

The world of work
Why work? Jobs in school, who can solve it?
Jobs in the community, my skills, criteria for
choosing a job, stereotypes about work, my
aspirations.
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History
British History – Riotous Royalty
An in depth look at William the
Conqueror’s reign from 1066 onwards,
how King John made himself very
unpopular and why King Henry V111
married so many times. Who was
Queen Anne and what Queen Victoria
achieved during her reign. Also, a look
at the role of the British monarchy
today.

Physical









Eight points of a compass, symbols and
keys on a map
4 and 6 figure grid references
Region study of a European country
(Alps – mountains, fjords – Norway)

Music
Sing with clear articulation.
Recognise simple rhythmic notation.
Perform the link football rhythm for a class
rondo and continue with their own composed
melody.
Sing in unison and in parts.
Clap accurately rhythms from the song: clap
their own name rhythms

Unit C – At School
Unit D - Playtime

Personal,
Social Health
and Economic Education

Geography

Education

Swimming (Year 4)
Apparatus (Year 5)
Yoga
Invasion and team games

Religious

Education



Christianity: stories, pictures and
symbols of Christianity in relation to
ceremonies and events



Buddhism: lifestyles: food, prayer
and meditation/worship
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Curriculum Overview - Summer Term 2018/2019
Helvellyn Class

Art & Design
Art Illusions
Find out the tricks of the trade to discover how
artists play with perspective, line and colour to
create clever and mind-bending illusions, including
trompe l’oeil, optical art and more.
Cityscapes
Learn new art techniques and discover new ways to
combine techniques to create original art work. Find
out about some fabulous artists and their styles and
techniques.

Design & Technology

Computing
Writing for different audiences (incl text skills and graphics and publisher skills)
Select, use and combine a variety of software on a range of digital devices that
accomplish given goals including presenting data and information.
2Type 2Simulate 2 Publish
Spreadsheets (including data handling skills)
Use and combine a variety of software on a range of digital devices that accomplish
given goals. 2Calculate
Graphing/ Branching Databases
2Graph 2Question

Modern

Languages

Ancient History
Mayan Civilisation

Health and Hygiene
A balanced diet, growing up; how we change,
healthy bodies, healthy ones, organs of the
human body, feel good look good, drugs, a
healthy heart, obesity, adolescence.

Find out about where the Mayans lived,
what their lives were like, how their society
was organised and investigate the evidence
they left behind.

French
Unit E – My Home
Unit F – My Town

Physical

Geography
 Grid references and ordanance survey
maps: physical features of national
park areas comparison
 A region of North America (California
earthquakes), deserts/mountains and
South America (Amazon Rainforest
and environmental issues)

Music
Sing in unison and add some simple
movement to the performance.
Create ostinati patterns on pitched
instruments.
Sing in two parts shaping the phrases and
controlling their breathing for each phrase.
Create a rap about making new friends
performing with their own backing track.

History

Personal,
Social Health
and Economic Education
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American Food
Find out about classic American favourite foods as
well as many varied cultural influences that make
American cuisine special. Also, looking at recipes and
learning new skills.
Moving Toys
Investigating cams and how different shaped cams
can alter the movement of followers, create a sturdy
structure using a variety of tools and techniques to
design, make and evaluate own toys.

Citizenship
Developing a healthy, safer lifestyle 3. Pupils should be
taught: a. what makes a healthy lifestyle, b. that bacteria
and viruses can affect health and that following simple,
safe routines can reduce their spread; c. about how the
body changes as they approach puberty; d. which
commonly available substances and drugs are legal and
illegal, their effects and risks; e. to recognise the
different risks in different situations and then decide
how to behave responsibly, f. that pressure to behave in
an unacceptable or risky way can come from a variety of
sources.

Education

 Cricket
 Athletic skills
 Bat and ball games (e.g. rounders)

Religious

Education



Christianity: Key events and
relationships on Jesus’ life



Buddhism: compassion, selfdiscipline, monks lifestyle, death and
re-incarnation, karma
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